Help students to master Chemistry
and revise more effectively in
order to achieve excellent results
‘O’ Level and ‘N’ Level
NEW

Order today

Simply use the order form on the back and send it to our
team at singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.com.

www.hoddereducation.sg

All About Chemistry: 1001 MCQs
for ‘O’ Level
Test and reinforce learning with questions categorised
into three levels of difficulty, with cross-topical extension
questions at the end of each unit to further challenge
students, based on the latest syllabus issued by the
Ministry of Education, Singapore.
Level 1: Recall questions, or questions which require a
single concept to solve.
Level 2: Application questions or questions which require
two or three concepts to solve.
9789810626310 • $15.40

Level 3: Application questions or questions which require
three or more concepts to solve.

All About Chemistry: MCQ
Workout ‘O’ Level
Consolidate knowledge and provide the targeted practice
needed for students to excel in their GCE ‘O’ Level
Chemistry examination with topical questions based on
the latest Chemistry Syllabus issued by the Ministry of
Education, Singapore.

9789810636548 • $11.15

All About Chemistry: Structured &
Free-Response Questions
Workout ‘O’ Level
Provide practice and consolidate knowledge to
help students excel in the GCE ‘O’ Level Chemistry
examination with topical questions based on the latest
Syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore.
 est students’ understanding and application of
T
Chemistry concepts with varied questions.
Facilitate independent learning with detailed answers.
9789810635930 • $15.45

Need more information?
To purchase, review or find out more please contact our team
on +65 67493551 or email Singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.

NEW

All About Chemistry: Practical Guide for ‘O’ Level
The Practical Guide for ‘O’ Level is based on the latest syllabus and designed
to provide structured and scaffolded instructions on how to approach the
practical examination as well as to develop the essential skills in answering
the questions effectively.
Build and reinforce on the key laboratory skills required with tips on
experimental techniques and planning experiments, including full colour
picture inserts and experiment videos.
Practice on all the topics in the syllabus that may come up for the GCE ‘O’
Level practical examinations with simulated exam style practical questions.
Develop in-depth understanding of each topic with the detailed explanations
of how to approach each experiment.

9789814801744 • $13.00

Achieve mastery in all aspects of the practical exams with guided tips on
how to answer effectively.

Please note these
are manuscript and
not final pages.

All About Chemistry: Effective Guide for ‘O’ Level
Facilitate students’ learning and help them revise effectively with worked
examples and step-by-step solutions, to aid them in applying the concepts
learned, and rigorous revision exercises to expose students to various types of
questions.
Systematic and comprehensive notes with helpful illustrations.
Qualitative and quantitative examples with step-by-step solutions.
Reinforce learning with self-evaluation questions, and extensive and
stimulating MCQs and structured questions.
9789810634957 • $14.95

Practice skills learned and test knowledge with specimen examination papers.
Check on progress with clear numerical answers and detailed answers for
more difficult questions.

All About Chemistry: Study Smart
Bolster memory work and understanding with hints and
tips based on tried-and-tested methods for studying,
with a student-friendly and insightful guide that
brings across key ideas from the topics covered in the
examination.
Prepare for the exam with guidance and techniques on
how to answer examination questions effectively.
Facilitate recall and understanding with an association
map at the end of each chapter, to integrate the key
concepts learned.
9789810630881 • $13.05

Quick Study Guide Chemistry
‘O’ Level (3rd Edition)
Assist students in their revision for tests and
examinations, with notes and questions based on the
latest syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education,
Singapore.

9789814676847 • $13.50

All About Science Chemistry:
801 MCQs for ‘O’ Level
Stretch students and offer practice to prepare them for
the multiple-choice section of their examination with
questions categorised into three levels of difficulty, and
cross-topical extension questions included at the end of
each unit to offer further challenge.
Level 1: Recall questions, or questions which require a
single concept to solve.
Level 2: Application questions or questions which require
two or three concepts to solve.
9789810636555 • $13.55

Level 3: Application questions or questions which require
three or more concepts to solve.

Want to keep in touch?
For advance information on new content and publications, register
to receive our eUpdates at www.hoddereducation.sg/eupdates.

All About Science Chemistry: MultipleChoice & Structured Questions Workout
Provide practice and consolidate knowledge to help students
excel in their examination with topical questions based on the
latest syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore.
Test students’ understanding and application of Chemistry
concepts with varied questions.
Facilitate independent learning with detailed answers.
9789810635947 • $10.70

All About Science Chemistry:
Effective Guide
Facilitate students’ learning and help them revise effectively
with worked examples and step-by-step solutions, to aid
them in applying the concepts learned, and rigorous revision
exercises to expose students to various types of questions.
Systematic and comprehensive notes with helpful
illustrations.
Qualitative and quantitative examples with step-by-step
solutions.

9789810634964
‘O’ Level • $14.50

Reinforce learning with self-evaluation questions, and
extensive and stimulating MCQs and structured questions.

9789810634971
‘N’ Level • $9.90

Practice skills learned and test knowledge with specimen
examination papers.
Check on progress with clear numerical answers with
detailed answers for more difficult questions.

Quick Study Guide Science Chemistry
‘O’ Level (3rd Edition)
Assist students in their revision for tests and examinations,
with notes and questions based on the latest syllabus issued
by the Ministry of Education, Singapore.

9789814676854 • $12.00

www.hoddereducation.sg

We’re here to help
To place your order or for any queries, please contact:
Consultant: Lydia Lai

Mobile: 9230 0604

Email: lydia.lai@hoddereducation.com

Order today
Please complete and return this form to: singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.com
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